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Polls Open Tuesday
For Campus Elections
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By Ron Drogin
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Candidates for the position of Student Senate President are: left,
Richard Chandler and right, Mark Shibles. Statements from the
candidates concerning important Senate questions are on the editorial page.
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May 6 To Be 24th
Annual Maine Day
By Vicki Waite
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The annual day of clean-up, activities, and fun conies to
campus Wednesday, May 6, with the arrival of the 24th Maine
Day. The custom of Maine Day was originated by Dr. Arthur
A. Hauck, President Emeritus, as part of a spring campaign
to improve the campus.
The w eek's activities centered
around Maine Day begin Monday
night with the mayoralty rally. Skits
will be presented by "Campus Mayor"
candidates campaigning to succeed
this year's Mayor, Paul "Little Max"
McGuire. Candidates vying for the
position are: Peter Berry, Alan Campbell, Dean Jones and Peter Glazier.
The evening's entertainment will be
held at 7 p.m. in the Memorial Gym.
Candidates will be campaigning on
campus with stunts and skits throughout Thursday, Friday and Monday,
April 30, May 1 and 4th.
MAINE DAY EVENTS
Mayoralty skits
on campus
Thursday, April 30
7:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Friday. May 1
8:00 a.m.-7:00 p.
Monday. May 4
7:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Mayoralty Skit Night—
May 4, Memorial Gym 7:00 p.m.
An evening of skits presented by
the candidates for mayor.
Interfraternity Sing—
Tuesday, May 5, 7:30 p.m.
Tapping of the Senior Skulls
and Sophomore Owls.
Wednesday. May 6
Alaine Day
6:30 Maine Band and Campus
Mayor in "wake-up"
march
7:15 Exchange breakfasts at
Stodder and The Commons
8:00 Mayoralty candidates on
Library steps
8:15 Assemble in front of
library to begin work
10:00 Campaigning for Campus
Mayor stops
11:00 Ballot boxes on Mall
1:00 Voting stops
1:30 Float Parade begins
Announcement of new Campus
Mayor after Float Parade
8:00 p.m. Student-Faculty Skits
Memorial Gym

1954 Theta Chi has won it twice, Phi
Kappa Sigma once, Delta Tau Delta
once and Sigma Chi once.
Fraternities participating in the sing
will be:
Alpha Tau Omega: The Drinking Song and Old Alpha; director, Forrest Meader Jr. Phi Eta
Kappa: Hymn to the Founder and
The Halls of Ivy; director, Lew
Carpenter and Dave Arnold. Delta Tau Delta: Delta Tau Medley
and Lullaby of Broadway; director, Greyson Lane. Phi Kappa
Sigma: Brothers, Now All Gather
Round and Campus Quips; director, Barry Walden. Phi Mu Delta: Drink to Me Only With Thine
Eyes and Sons of Phi Mu Delta;
director. Ira Stockwell Jr. Sigma
Nu: Cool Water and The White
Rose of Sigma Nu; director, Alden Grant. Sigma Chi: I'd Love
to Have a Sweetheart and Steal
Away; director, Robert Wood.
(Continued on Page Twelve)

The campus Mall will be the site for the Annual General elections next Tuesday, with University
students voting from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The ballot will include the names of nominees for
officers of the
General Student Senate, Student Religious Association Cabinet, as well as candidates for Washingto
n
Watch Awards and senior class parts.
Seeking the Student Senate presidency for next year are juniors Mark
Shibles and William Chandler. Shibles, present vice president of the
senate, is also president of Phi Mu
Delta and treasurer of the junior class.
Chandler, a senator for the past two
years, is president of the Off-Campus
Men's Associaiton.

Robert Munson, member of Phi
Kappa Sigma, is president of Scabbard and Blade. Munson is head proctor of Hart Hall, and is a member of
the Senior Skulls.
Niles Nelson has been captain of
the football team and president of
both his fraternity. Phi Mu Delta,
and the M Club. He is a Senior Skull
Three sophomores are candi- and was a Sophomore Owl.
Blaine Moores, past president of
dates for Senate Vice President.
In the running for this office are his fraternity, Tau Epsilon Phi, is
Larry Cilley (Delta Tau Delta), the vice president of Scabbard and
Thomas Powers (Sigma Chi), Blade. Moores is the student chairand William Wise (Off-Campus). man of the Hauck Auditorium Drive,
Senate nominations for treasurer and last year was the chairman of
are Ann Sleight, Phyllis Stewart, and publicity for Maine Day.
Penny Hall. Secretary nominees are Elect For S.R.A. Posts
Nancy Rich, Margaret Stiles, and
Students will also be voting for the
Melissa Boomer.
new members of the Student Cabinet
of the Student Religious Association.
4 Seek Alumni Award

University seniors will elect
Class Day participants. Nominated for Class Day are: history,
Sheila Pelosi and Blaine Moores;
prophecy, Suzanne Dunn and
Joyce-marie Crockett; ode, John
Boutelier and Torry Sylvester;
marshal, Wimpy King and Robert Munson; prayer, Ralph LaSalle and Marianne Schmidt;
wives, Woody Hodgkins and
Charles Eberbach.
Members of the nominating committee for Class Day were James
Simms. Chairman, and Linda Giles,
Jolean Flint and Steve Mayo.

Four seniors have been nominated
by Senate as candidates for the Washington Alumni Watch Award. This
award is presented annually by the
Alumni Association of Washington,
Bs Hal Maguire, Jr.
standing to their parts. As Nliriamne,
D. C., to the male member of the
Louenna is as she is meant to be, "a
graduating class who, in the opinion
Veteran campus thespians and newof the students and the University Ad- comers to the stage joined forces white chalice holding fire, a flower in
ministration, has done the most for Wednesday evening to achieve a high- flame...." Skip, as Mio, the son
the University during his four years ly successful opening night presenta- dedicated to proving the innocence of
here. Eligible for the award this year tion of Maxwell Anderson's Winter- his father whom the State has executare Donald Cookson, Robert Mun- set. Our hat is off to Herschel L. ed, is "alone and half-mad with hate
son, Niles Nelson, and Blaine Moores. Bricker for directing his cast of 17 and longing." Occasional lapses into
a brittle over-animation mar but do
Cookson is the president of members to peak performances—each not
erase the professional quality of
I.F.C., and Phi Gamma Delta, to the full capacity of his or her part
his performance.
and
and previously was prexy of the
ability. Winterset packs a walTremendously fine acting jobs are
Sophomore Owls and the Sopho- lop!
turned
in by Wes Dyer, Dewaine
more Class. Cookson was Editor
Cast in the leading roles in this
of the 1958 Prism, and is a mem- three-act tragedy, the theme of which Gedney, Sidney Baker, and Bill Anber of the Senior Skulls. He was is the perversion of justice, are Lou- derson. Perhaps the outstanding scene
Sports Editor of the Campus, and enna Kostenbauder and Skip Avery, of the entire play is the one in which
Wes Dyer as Shadow. thrice-wounded
has worked with WORO.
both of shorn bring depth and underand thrown in the river to die, manages to come back to face his murderer. With life ebbing away and
sight dimming, he moves his audience

'Winterset' Packs A Wallop!

(Continued from Page Nine)
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KNOW IT WILL SE THE ifor EVER IN fiRRIT. ACCOMPLI
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AND FUN. BEST WISHES TO PRES. Eli/OTT. war AND
577/DENTS FOR A WONDERFUL DAY.
ARTHUR A. HAUCK

IFC Sing
Eleven fraternities will compete for
top singing honors at the Interfraternity Sing. Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. in the
Memorial Gym. Last year's winner,
Sigma Chi, will make a major effort
in order to retain the McCusker trophy, which has been on display in
their house this past year. This trophy
is circulating for ten years and the
fraternity winning it the greatest number of times during this period will
gain permanent possession of it. Since

Four candidates sill be selected from
eight nominees named by the Canterbury, M.C.A. and Hillel religious
groups.

The four candidates for next year's campus mayor pose in front of the telegram sent to the University
by Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, founder of Maine Day. On top is Peter Berry. and beneath is Dean Jones. At
left, Peter Gliwice and on the right is Al Campbell.

Tap Eagles, All
Maine Women
Next year's Eagles and All-Maine
Women were tapped this past week.
The All-Maine Women were chosen
last Thursday morning. They are:
June Adams, junior resident, Pi Beta
Phi; Constance Atherton, Chi Omega, Prism staff member; Rheta Colwell, junior resident, Alpha Chi Omega president; Barbara Connor, junior
resident, Chi Omega; Janet Fletcher,
AOPi. Prism assistant editor; Midge
Grispi, Chi Omega president; Enid
Kelley, Phi Beta Kappa and Mu Alpha Epsilon; Betty Lunt. Panhell president; Charlene Manchester. Pi Phi
president and Jean Toothaker, AOPi
and Prism staff member.
The new Eagles are Elizabeth
Ames, Valerie Beck, Patricia Benner,
Shirley Gilmore, Patricia Hagarty,
Patricia Hebert, Constance Jack,
Sally Kennett, Alice McKie!, Susan
Merrill, Audrey Morse, Rosemary
Rich, Joan Schott. Barbara Smith,
Patricia Smith, Judith Wilkinson and
Paula Woodward.
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Tau Beta Pi
Initiates Sixteen

Socie4:

Weekend Filled With Parties,
Dances And Ace Of Spades
By Diane Wiseman
Parties, parties everywhere, and not
a drop to drink!
Alpha Tau Omega held a formal
dance at the house with the orchestra
of Nat Diamond. Alpha Gam held
their Pledge Dance Friday night with
the "5 Notes" providing the music.
It was carnival time at Kappa Sig
Friday evening. Dale Whitney and
his Maine Bears furnished the sounds.
TEP had a vie dance Friday night
with Sigma Nu following suit on Saturday evening with a record party.
Lambda Chi held a costume party.
The annual Ace of Spades party
was held Saturday evening at the
Union. Gambling, dancing, and two
great floor shows by the Sultans, a
dance combo from Dartmouth College, rounded out the evening's enter-

Sixteen students were initiated into
Tau Beta Pi, national honorary engineering society, at the University of
Maine on April 21.

tainment. Many lost their shirts
gambling—they were fortunate that
it was only paper money.
Phi Mu sorority is holding its annual bazaar on Saturday, May 2. It
will be at the Memorial Union from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The initiation ceremonies were held
in the Louis Oakes Room of the Library at 5:30 p.m. Officers of the
society performed the initiation. The
officers are Dale Young, President;
John Hackett, Vice President; Edwin
Healey, Recording Secretary; Joseph
Bigl, Corresponding Secretary; Reginald Cyr, Treasurer; and Willard
Barnes, Cataloger.

PINNED: Julie Mariner to Dave
Fast, Phi Kappa Sigma; Patricia
Schur, Univ. of Syracuse, to Stan
Medved, Tau Epsilon Phi.
MARRIED: Marcia Patterson to
John Miniutti, Sigma Nu.

The Hamilton Watch Award, made
to the outstanding student in engineering, was presented to Klaus Thomas,
a civil engineering major. Thomas,
a member of Tau Beta Pi, plans to do
graduate work in his field.

The Geology 1 classes will
have a make-up field trip to
Mosquito Mountain. The students will leave May 4th at 1
p.m. from Boardman Hall. Students may sign up on the list in
the Geology department.

Associated Women Student officers are, left to right, President,
Jean Tootkaker; Chief Justice, Janet Fletcher; Secretary, Vicki
Waite; Treasurer, Jean McNeary and Vice President Joanne Goode.
(Photo by Banning)
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English: HILLTOP HASH HOUSE

diner is
perched on a mountain peak, which
makes it a crestaurant! The view is tops
—but from there on, things go downhill.
A typical meal includes a puny melon
(scantaloupe) and your choice of sandwiches (shamburgers or rankfurters). It's
all served up, naturally, on 50-yr.-old
dishes (crackery). Best course to take:
light up a Lucky ... enjoy the honest
taste of fine tobacco. There's no tip
at the end!

Students initiated into the society
are as follows: Gordon Booth,
Charles Allen, Reginald J. Duguay,
John L. Holt, Myron Jones, Donald
C. Lewis, Robert Rowe, Morgan D.
Birge, Norman E. Nutter, Melvin H.
Bowie, Dale Delano, Morris Weinberg, Gary Auclair, Louis Agathos,
Robert Salberg.

DICK'S FLYING -A61 Main St., Orono, Me.
FRIENDLY &COURTEOUS
SERVICE
Mechanic on Duty
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HOW TO MAKE *25

Let Nolnealert you
through college, too

Take a word—amplifier, for example. With it, you can make a wet
microphone (damplifier), a torch singer's mike (vamplifier), a boxing-ring
loudspeaker (champlifier) or a P.A. system in an army post (camplifier).
That's Thinklish —and it's that easy! We're paying $25 for the Thinldish
words judged best—your check is itching to go!Send your words to Lucky
Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, New York. Enclose your name, address,
college or university and class.
rl

NoDoz keeps you alert with caffeine—the same pleasant stimulant you enjoy in coffee. Faster, handier, more reliable: nonhabit-forming NoDoz delivers an
accurate amount of dependable
stimulation to keep your mind
and body alert during study and
exams until you can rest or sleep.
P.S.: When you need NoDoz,
it'll probably be late. Play safe.
Keep a supply handy.
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Four Lithographs Given
To University Of Maine

Page 'Three

Fullerton Receives
Music Scholarship

ROTC Will Hold Annual
Review And Ceremony

Walter P. Fullerton received the
Mu Alpha Epsilon Senior Award at
Colonel B. V. Bryant. Professor of by the Alumni of the University of
the annual Music Night held last
The University has been presented of Weddige's prints in the
Union
Military Science and Tactics of the Maine to the outstanding ROTC
Thursday evening.
with a series of four original stone Building during the months
of May
University of Maine, announces that graduate, Honorary Cadet Officer
lithographs by the distinguished and June. Dow Chemical
Company
Two Mu Alpha Epsilon Scholar- the Annual Review and Awards Cere- medals and certificates, Superior CaAmerican printmaker, Mr. Emil Wed- arranged this exhibition to coincide
dige. The group of four-color litho- with a national meeting of electrical ships were awarded to Alan J. Tre- money will take place at 8 o'clock on det Awards, Qualified Pilots Wings,
Pershing Rifles Achievement Awards,
graphs depicting the history of paper- engineers sponsored by the University worgy and Nancy Lou Small. These May 9.
and
the William Randolph Hearst
scholarship
s
entitle
the
recipient
to
making was commissioned by the of Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation
The Review and Awards Ceremony Awards. The climax of the
. one year free training in their parceremony
Dow Chemical Company of Midland, Emil
is the climax of the annual Federal will be a pass in review
Weddige who teaches at the ticular musical field.
by the 1st
Michigan, as gifts to the University University
Inspection
of
the
Military
Department ROTC Cadet Battle Group and the
of Michigan is one of
of Maine and three other universities America's
Those selected for membership in- and the ROTC Program. Weather ROTC Band.
finest printmakers. Irvin
with pulp and paper divisions.
Hass, Prints Editor of Art News, re- to Mu Alpha Epsilon were: Carole permitting, the ceremony will be held
The ceremony will be open to the
The four lithographs are presently cently commented, "He is distin- Allen, Patricia Blackett, Jerome in the football stadium of the Univer- public
and all members of the faculty,
sity.
In
the
event
of
inclement
weather
being featured in a very large exhibit guished for his fertile creativity, his Brooks, Deanna Chapman, Alton
students
and friends are cordially inthe
ceremony
will be held in the
impressive equipment as a print tech- Clark, William Diehl, Peter Haynes, Fieldhouse
vited.
.
nician and his great skill as a color- Enid Kelley, Lawren Lowd, Charles
During the course of the ceremony
ist. He is, without doubt, one of the Micciche, James Saunders, Jr., and
many awards will be given, among
most talented and creative artists Nancy Lou Small.
Francis Lindsay set the Maine inwhich are the Alumni Sabre, presented door
working in color lithography here or
two-mile record in 1930.
abroad."
Any students who are planning
Mr. Harry Greaver, who arranged
BULKY JIFFY KNIT
to
transfer into the College of
this show, mentioned that "this is the
Education should arrange to have
BEAR
BRAND,
COUNTRY CLUB CARDIGAN
third
one-man
exhibit of Weddige's
Maine Alpha Chapter of Pi Beta
an
appointment with Dean
to
come
to
University
the
and
each
Choose from 4 washable color combinations—White with Waltz Blue
Phi held its annual Founders Day
Shibles, 12 South Stevens, as
Banquet on Monday evening at the time he has been extremely popular." soon as possible.
and Navy, Natural Heather with Cocoa and Brown, Navy with
Penobscot Valley Country Club. The Maine owns three of his prints alWhite and Scarlet, Black with Cocoa and Parchment.
dinner marked the founding of the ready, one of which "The Harvest,"
will
be
on
AGENTS
exhibit.
FOR
fraternity at Monmouth College,
Pure Virgin Wool, Permanently Mothproofed
SHERATON HOTELS
Monmouth, Illinois, on April 28,
STUDEN
University of Maine varsity baseT-FACULTY
Sizes 12-18
1867, and honored the new initiates.
Reg. $5.98
Now $4.88
ball home games in 1959 are on May
PLAN.
Approximately 70 actives, alumnae I. 2,6, 11, 13, 15, 16, and 20.
Identification and credit
and initiates attended. Miss Helen
cards arranged by
Inman, retiring president, was toastmistress. An award was given to
the outstanding pledge, Brenda Freeman, the highest ranking pledge, Ruth
Kimball.
111
If
The new initiates were: Jane Bates,
61 Main St., Bangor Maine
.1 )1 11NI 1
I
Brenda Freeman, Virginia Cushman,
Tel. 2-5050
Ruth Kimball, Rosemary Rich, Ann
Sleight, Vicki Waite, Alice McKeil,
Elizabeth England, Judith Wilkinson,
Body & Fender Repairing
Sally Kennett, Annette Walker, Mary
FOR ARROW SHIRTS IN BANGOR
Labbe, and Carole MacKenzie.
THE
Painting and Welding
• POINTS TO
The Chapter Scholarship Award
was presented to Alice Lane. The
Wheels Balanced
Chapter Service Award for Alpha
Province comprising chapters of New
England and Nova Scotia was preFront Ends Aligned
sented to Judith Webster. She is now
a candidate for the national award.
Gas,Oil &
175•Iol E,xckancle Street • Bangor
Marilyn Leslie was presented the Outstanding Sophomore Award for Alpha
Auto Accessories
Province awarded each year by the
Portland Alumnae Club.
The evening's entertainment included a skit presented by the new initiOld Town,Maine
ates. The banquet committee included Cynthia Ayer, chairman; Ann
Tel. 7-2400
Whitney, program chairman; Cornelia Proctor, name tags; and Carolyn
Sleeper, table arrangements.

Pi Phi Celebrates
Founders Day With
Banquet And Skits
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puts "action" in a shirt ...
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at Memorial Union Lounge
$5.00 Deposit Required
3 Weeks Delivery Guaranteed

Here's a knitted shirt just made for
active sports (and lounging around,
as well). The feather-light, meshknit fabric is bias-cut for perfect
freedom in any position. The back,
cut longer than the front, lets the
collar fit your neck just right. In
a variety of shades to match or
coordinate with your summer
sportswear. $4.00.

Official Agent, Willis Furtwengler
Sigma Phi Epsilon

-

Suffolk University Law School
Founded 1906
Approved by the American Bar Association

Day, Evening and Graduate Divisions

first in fashion

Coeducational

Fall term commences:
Full-time Day Division
Part-time Evening Division

September 23, 1959
September 16, 1959
Scholarships available for outstanding applicants
For catalogue, application and information, address:
REGISTRAR, Suffolk University Law School
20 Derne Street, Boston 14, Massachusetts
CApitol 7-1043

Your Exclusive Arrow Dealer In Old Town

A. J. GOLDSMITH
53 years of service to U. of M.students
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Union News

Hartgen's Work Featured In
Washington And Boston

The Union movie Friday and Saturday will be "Blackboard Jungle." This
is a dramatization of the experiences
of an earnest young teacher who finds
directors chose Professor Hart- himself terrified when his school is
11ithin a two week period, a series scum
be included in the New turned into a "blackboard jungle."
to
gen
upon
of honors have been bestowed
England Invitational Exhibition, held Glenn Ford and Anne Francis star.
Professor Vincent A. Hartgen, head
in the Boston Public Gardens from
.
The poetry hour next Tuesday will
of the University's Art Department
21.
to
5
June
in
ance
held in the Women's Lounge at
accept
be
e
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23,
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From
Exy
4:00 p.m. The reader, Alfred Pellethe American Watercolor Societ
thirty new works by grino, will present "Giacomo Leoparof
tion
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Hartgen will be shown in Washington, di."
represented in the Boston Art Festival
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All
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Galler
r
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s
lector'
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ition of the work done this year
next
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ttee members and Activities
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mu- college year (1959-1960) in
en-man committee comprised of
the Student Union. At this
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Board
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College of
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time,
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Jr., District Alumnae Chairman;
1959-1960 school
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Presi
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Found
Rheta Colwell,
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Bangor Nursery Flower Shop
1000 State St.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Top Scholars Named

Twaljes Will
Graduate May 2

Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott announced the names of the top
scholarship winners for the year at the scholarship assembly Monday.
The Merritt Caldwell Fernald their top scholarship record for the
Scholarship was awarded to Rich- past two semesters.
ard L. Campbell. This tuition
An academic procession comscholarship goes to the highest prised of faculty members and
ranking member of the junior senior honor students was held
class.
prior to the scholarship recogniThe James Stacy Stevens Scho- tion assembly.
larship went to Ann M. Burke,
the highest ranking Maine junior
in the college of Arts and Sciences.
Harold Sherburne Boardman
Scholarship went to David H.
Gagnon. This award is given to
A senior girl, selected on the
the highest ranking Maine junior basis of scholarship, leadership,
in the College of Technology.
and participation in campus actiJune S. Allen was awarded the vities, will receive the Portland
Leon Stephen Scholarship for the Alumnae Watch Award. The award
highest ranking Maine junior in is made annually by the Portland,
Maine, group of University of
the College of Agriculture.
Maine Alumnae to the woman
The 1905 Scholarship was awardmember of the graduating class
ed to David H. Miles and Browne
who, in the opinion of the students
C. Goodwin, the highest ranking
and administration, has done the
students in freshman mid-year ex- most
for the University during her
aminations.
course.
The Charles Davidson ScholarThe six candidates for the
ship went to Marie H. Hill. the award are
Judy Adams, Alice
highest ranking junior in the Lane, JoEllen
Ancterson, Janet
College of Education.
Collins, Elizabeth Pope, and Joan
Dominique C. F. Bizier, Mice L. Dow.
Lane, and
Walter 0. Fullerton
The watch is engraved with the
were awarded the Kidder Scholar- name of the winner and the
date
ship. This award goes to the stu- of the award. It will be presentdent whose rank excels in his ed at the commencement class
day
junior year.
exercises on Friday, June 5, 1959,
Elizabeth Ward, president of the by President Lloyd H. Elliott.
Panhellenic Council, presented the
Senior girls were nominated by
Sorority Scholarship Silver Plate dormitory
polls and processed
to Pi Beta Phi for maintaining through the
Associated Women
the highest rank for the past two Students. Sophomo
re, junior, and
semesters.
senior girls voted on the six canDonald E. Cookson, president of didates at AWS
elections last
the interfraternity council pre- week.
sented the Fraternity Scholarship
The award has been made since
Cup to Tau Kappa Epsilon for 1927. Last year's winner
was

in by April
open May 2
m lobby.

op
gor, Me.

wn

Associate Professor Horace F.
Quick, an expert in wildlife management at the University of
Maine, has been awarded a Fulbright Scholarship for a year's research in Uganda, Africa.
Dr. Quick will leave in midsummer for research in big
game studies at the East African
Virus Research Institute. The
Institute is located on the west
shore of Lake Victoria in central
Africa.
The U. S. Education Commission
in the United Kingdom is handling
arrangements for Dr. Quick's
trip.
Research in wildlife management in sparsely populated areas
of the earth is not new to
Dr. Quick. Between 1947 and 1949
he studied the biology and economics of the fur trade of the
Canadian Arctic, in British Columbia and the MacKenzie River DisRobe:la Wyer of Westbrook, who
trict of the North West Territois now an active member of the ries, for the U. S. Office
of Naval
Portland Alumnae.
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9. Concerning a
crazy mixed-up
rein
10. Start to erase
11. What Kools are
that the others
aren't
13. You're label
to be caught
14. Part of
a chain
15. Anagram
of hot sap
(non-Kool
smoker)
17. These are
the things
you want
20. Repent
26. Most common
kind of bilis
26. You'll get a
charge out
of this
27. Pork pals
28. Caninecuddlers
29. Fell, for
actress Audrey?
31. They're
suited to
equine champs
33. Roger's partner
34. Knowledgeable
fellow
37. Why Keats was
in debt?
88. This goes
there and
that goes here
40. Mal de
41. Kind of steady
42. What to
switch to
Kools from
43. Kind of relief
44. An insect
relative?
45. French islands

DOWN
1. The psychologist's end
2. Girl found
in Manhattan
3. Larynx dweller?
4. This isn't many
5. Anagram of
tired me
6. Spheres of
action
7. They save face
8. A tree
12. Be deals
In dahlias
and scents
15. Items for
key people
16. Bazaar or Ferry
17. Make a
knight of
18. Compass point
19. Quarrelers
who spill blood?
21. Mrs. A. Lincoln,
nee__
22. Too confused,
this Indian
23. Egg's last name
24. Short for
an ensign
26. The gal and
gt13,You
left behind
28. Oscar with
barbs
30. Movie actress
Marta
31. They can be
aerosol or atomic
32. Well, it's
a thought
34. The most
refreshing
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Newman Club will hold its annual Mexican Fiesta Saturday
night, May 2nd, from 7:30 to midnight at Newman Hall. Admission is free. There will be gambling, games and refreshments.
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Research. Three years ago he
spent six months in Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Denmark studying forestry and game management. He has also studied in
Alaska.
A member of the University
faculty since 1950, Dr. Quick is
a 1937 graduate of Pennsylvania
State University. He has also
studied at Syracuse University and
received his master's and doctor's
degrees from the University of
Michigan.
He was employed by the National Park Service in Wyoming in
1938 and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Colorado between
1941 and 1945.
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KCIDL KROSSWORD
1. Can you
stand it?
6. I Remember

Professor Horace Quick Is Awarded
Fulbright Scholarship For Africa

Students in the Two-Year Program in Agriculture will graduate
Saturday, May 2. Seventeen students who have successfully completed the two-year agricultural
program will receive certificates
at this time.
The exercises will be held in
conjunction with a banquet for
the graduates and their relatives
and friends in the Commons at
1 p.m.
Dr. David H. Huntington, assistant to the dean of the college
of Agriculture, said Thursday
that the speaker would be Rodney
0. Martin, agricultural engineer
with the Charles H. Hood Dairy
Foundation.
Miss Margaret Mollison, assistant alumni sacretary, will also
present information about the
Gelle:11 Alumni Association.
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U.S. KEDS COURT KING
for perfect footwork and comfort
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Professionally designed by and for top-flight tennis
pl3yers. Featuring a flexible arch for comfort; an
abrasion-resistant sole that stands up to any playing

FILTER

•As cool and clean as a breath of fresh air.

surface; laces to the toe to insure parfect fit, complete
support. Fully cushioned, heel to toe. About $8.50.
LOOK FOR THE KEDS LABEL

•Finest leaf tobacco...mild refreshing menthol and the world's most thoroughly tested filter!
•With every puff your mouth feels clean.
your throat refreshed!
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Mail Bag

The Chatter Box:

Editorials:

Do We Want Assemblies?
The fact that assemblies here are completely voluntary was made painfully clear last Monday. Nearly
everyone -voluntarily" stayed away.
This does not do ourselves or our University credit.
The University stand upon assembly attendance has been
fair. They have never said, "you must go"; rather they
have had faith in our common sense and intellectual
curiosity to attend assembly programs. Apparently we
are lacking in both.
If this is the case, perhaps there should be no more
as.temblies. The first cry of protest to this proposal will,
no doubt, arise from the group who would rather have
the hour free to sit in the Union and drink coffee or
lounge about the campus "getting a tan".
Those who do go to the assemblies will probably just
shake their heads in silent disgust at the apathetic attitude which prevails. And well they should.

Meet The Candidates

Class Meeting Was "A Riot"
By Tanya Sloveyn
Seniors, did you happen to attend your (ha-ha) class
meeting last week? Reports have it that it was a riot—
or could have been if the seniors hadn't sat there like
sheep in a pen and let the powers-that-were run all over
them.
I understand that you were told how, when, where,
why and in what way you should present your class gift.
After all the hassle over that--the filet mignon proposal
sounds quite sensible. Or wouldn't that be "traditional"?
Tell me, some senior in the
know, how did that second proposal for the athletic scholarship
get turned down so easily? Some
railroad job, eh? — must have
been traditional.
Then, the real fun began — the
few minutes where you voted on
whether to have three seats or
six seats for graduation. Actually, you can't be blamed, think of
the trouble it might be to transport a few faculty and administrative members to Bangor. Of
course, when you circulated that
petition, weren't you told that
Bangor could be one of the alternatives? Wasn't it too, too, too
loosely stated that whatever the
seniors wanted, they could have?
What happened to Bangor?
The grapevine says that Bangor

wanted us — perhaps as another
"big highlight" in their 125th
year. However, the word was
that Bangor was very willing as
they like to keep closer relations
with the University.
Let's face it — you were told
how the University wanted you
to conform and you were just a
big mass of conformity. If a
quorum hadn't been necessary, you
were foolish to even attend. Those
few voices that cried out in the
wilderness of tradition belonged
to very brave people.
It is too late to do anything
about it now, as if you could be
allowed to protest. Remember,
if you ever need to — you are free
have
individuals and used to
some democratic rights — stick
up for them in the future.

Pipe Smoke
By Bill Cook
Spring on this campus is in many ways a remarkable experience. In about two weeks I fully expect to
wake up to the fact that we have a darn beautiful campus
for the second time. This makes me think of how other
people look at the place.
I have heard several people comment on the architecture from time to time and generally they don't like
the haphazard design of the buildings.

BELL CHANDLER

MARK SHIBLES

In keeping with our policy of informing the student
body, The CAMPUS submitted a four question questionnaire to the candidates for President of the General
Student Senate. We invite your critical attention to
their answers, so that when you cast your ballot May
5th, you may be better informed as to their stands on
pertinent matters.—Ed.
Why do you want the position of Student Senate
President?
SHIBLES— As a candidate for the Presidency of the
Senate, the challenge of student responsibility for their
own affairs is my prime interest. This challenge can be
met through cooperation and development of student
responsibility.
CHANDLER— I want the position of Student Senate
President. because I believe I am well qualified to lead
Student Senate activities.
What do you plan to do about the accusation of a
"do nothing" Senate
CHANDLER— Before Student Senate legislation becomes valid, many obstacles must be overcome. This
involves a lapse of time, during which the students are
not informed as to the progress of the measure. The
students must be informed as to why these lapses occur,
where the bottlenecks are, and understand that the
Senate is not always at fault.
SHIBLES—For the Senate to make any type of progress.
interested, vigorous and competent people must be elected to its body. They in turn will see that efficient committees are elected and encouraged to function. In the
future the Senate must take a greater initiative on the
problems facing the student body in general. By assuming a definite position on these basic issues, and if the
resulting challenges are met, the often voiced accusation of a "do nothing" Senate would cease to exist.
Have you any plans for the Student Judiciary?
SHIBLES-- The Student Judiciary is not something that
Is to be accomplished in a day. As it stands now, two
members of the administration are sitting with that
committee, and well they should, for it means a substantial grant of power by them to the students, for the
first time, in arbitration of the organization of the proposed judiciary. With this change, I feel confident that
a student judiciary will finally be established next year.
CHANDLER— If the Student body wants a judiciary
they certainly should have one. The major problem is to
arrive at a plan that everyone will accept.

Why can't it be all modern or
all anything, they ask. That seems
pretty simple to answer. A university can't be bulldozed and rebuilt every fifty years.
The critics understand this but
still wonder why the first style
couldn't have been continued. I
wouldn't care to try to answer for
the many boards of Trustees that
have determined what architectural policy would be, but I will say

Orom

that their judgment suits me in
every way.
Much of the physical charm of
the University of Maine lies in its
diversity -- its variety, if you
will. Take Colby with its new
and sterile oampus. It is beautiful, true, bdt in my opinion it has
too much of a good thing. A few
older buildings scattered here and
there blend very well with our
new ones.

The Maine Campus
Published Thursdays during the college year by students of the University of Maine. subscription rate-41.110 per semester.
Local advertising
rate-31.00 per column inch. Editorial and businees offices, 4 Fernald Rail.
Telephone Extension 242.
Member Associated Collegiate Press.
Represented for national advertising by National Advertising Service loc., College Publisher'• Represesitative, 420 Madison Ave.. Nen Tork 17. N. T.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office. Orono, Me.

Bo you have any ideas for any major change in Senate
Proceedings or Constitutionsl
CHANDLER— The Senate Constitution committee had a
plan for revision of the constitution that will be presented
in the near future.
The major problem in Senate proceedings is in the
action taking place after passage by the Senate. Next
year, channels will be cleared through the administration
or else the students will be informed as to what has become of our legislation.
SHIBLES-- Much of the effort of any governmental organization of necessity deals with routine legislative
and administrative matters. A considerable amount of
the achievement is accomplished in committee. Reports
of both the standing and special committees should be
docketed, with the Senate taking harsh action against
them for failure to produce some type of progress report
at the set time. With regular reports from committees,
both the students and the Senate, would have a greater
insight into the work being done.
The President must take a more active role, if the
Senate is to grow. He must spend a great deal of time
consulting with the other governing organizations on
campus, and perhaps test the opinion of the Senate concerning their particular problems, as well as those of
the general student body.
In the end, the Senate is basically what the students
want it to be. If they do not feel that it is doing its job,
they should seek to improve it. This Is far more effective
than to merely criticize, despite what benefits may come
of criticism.

Throughout the school year,
especially this semester, a great
deal of discussion and controversy
has arisen concerning the General
Most of this
Student Senate.
criticism has been of a derogatory
nature. I, for one, am surprised
and disappointed that there have
been so few constructive opinions
and comments on behalf of those
who are the Senate's severest
critics. Admittedly the Senate is
not as strong a determinant of
major campus policies as it might
be. but the Senate is still a growing organization that requires an
"ironing out of a few more wrinkles." This will take time and
cooperation.
Here are some of the Senate's
more important problems and, in
my opinion, possible solutions:
I. Committee action is too
slow. One of the major reasons
for the seemingly Inefficient and
sluggish operation of the Senate is the length of time a
committee takes to return a bill
and/or recommendation to the
Senate.
This problem might be remedied
'
by plteinz a reasonahle t1rn limit
on the various committees. If
the bill hasn't been returned to
the floor of the Senate within
the allotted time, either a new
chairman or a new committee
should be appointed.
2. There is a lack of coordination between the Senate and the
Administration. Many feel that the
Administration has discouraged
the Senate from dealing with
questions which have been heretofore strictly Administrative. This
Is not so. I feel that the Administration welcomes student interest
and participation in the University's policy making.
The Senate should have a representative to the Administration to
eitplaih the views of the Senate
on any particular bill. If it is not
feasible to have such a representative, then the Senate should
at least submit a written evaluation with the bill when it is given
to the Administration. Also, the
Senate and student body should be
better informed as to why a particular bill has not received Administrative approval.
3. The Senate-"Campus" relations should be improved. There
have been, and still are, somewhat strained relations between
the Senate and the "Campus."
I do not propose to try to
explain these poor relations—
even if I could, but I would
like to suggest a way to achieve
closer cooperation between these
two organizations.
First, the Senate should have
a publicity committee which
could compile reports of all
Senate action including the
functions of various comniittees.
Secoud, the reporters from the
"Campus" might have a more
complete insight and appreciation of the problems confronting
the Senate if they were to attend various committee meetings.
4. A recent problem is the lack of
enthusiasm of the Senators. The
success of the Senate depends on
active participation and interest.
However, is it the disinterest of
the individual Senator or is it the
lack of interest within the organization which he represents that
Is really hurting the Senate?
I feel that since Senators reflect the attitudes of the groups
they represent, the problem starts
with the organization. The solution would necessitate a complete
change of attitude. If the students would realize and appreciate
the value and potential 'of the
Senate and support it. the Senate would be a stronger and
more effective sttaletit governing
body. WIth this 'kind of encouragement, the Senators' interest
and enthusiasm Will be revitalized.

Tom Powers—Senator
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Alpha Chi Omega Pledged And
Marterie To'Inst
alled Into National Sorority
Appear At
Junior Prom,

Clun n PhIlippon
ident of the Delta Theta chapter.
The Alpha Chi Omega pledge Mrs. Kennard Jones, national prescolony was pledged and installed ident, was unable to attend be, as the Delta Theta chapter of cause of illness. Gifts of silver
Alpha Chi Omega national soror- -from chapterq and clubs from the
Ity last week-end. The chapter has six New England states, New York
fifty charter members, live of and Ontario were also presented.1
whom will remain pledges until The New Hampshire sororjty girls I
next fall, and two invited initi- gave the Maine chapter its ban- i
ates, Evelyn Elder Elliott.,.(Mr
ner.
Lloyd H. Elliott) and Mary ElizaA model chapter meeting was I
beth Simpron.
held Sunday morning before atPrea
'*at ...the pled
k core- tendance at worship services. I
Aiony
The new sorority on campus does
y ovening
three
rom 4 the „Rho
Isind not as yet have a brother fratercha
nity. Rheta, Colwell, sorority pres- I
n
‘t
-ho contlikied t
Dr
lipeCertmony. 'Thirty" mem
t, saict "The fraternities have
bf ,•Alpha Tau chaMoor, .
n sc.to,
oCo us that it Is hard I
Hampshire, arrived to assist
fo
Nire /eel that it would
the Saturday afternoon Installation be best if we wait awhile before
at the Orono Methodist Church.
having a brother fraternity."
Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott, speaking at
the installation banquet Saturday
RALPH_MARTERIE
Will any freshmen or sophoevening, welcomed the chapter to
mores
mho are interested in
Ralph Marterie and, hhi2itin4sg:
:
19Ste UniVereity sat.,MoIre. Wife/
working on the 1961 Prism and
boro Men will appear in person ing the banquet,
the new chapter did not attend the meeting last
to play at the Junior Prom May was prtsented
with
greetings week please sign the list at the
1 here.
I from all over the United States Union
newseounter. Students
Before organizing his own band l and Ontario, Canada. National may sign up
to work on either
almost ten years ago, Marterie Secretary, Mrs. Cope. presented the Business
staff or the Edigained his early experience over ' the charter to Rheta Colwell, pres- torial staff.
the NBC network out of Chicago
where he played until he was
called into the Navy during World
University of Maine Pershing Cadet Medal.
War II. His fluid phrasing on the
A citation will be
Riflemen were judged outstanding presented
to Cadet Richard Nelson
trumpet quickly won him enthusiat the M.I.T. Regimental Drill for taking
second in the individuastic audiences on his appearance
Meet. Captain Robert D. Perreault. al Regimental
dates.
Drill Competition.
selected as Outstanding RegimenA Judo demonstration was given
Marterie's
campus - acclaimed tal Company Comma
nder, was pre- by Cadets John Baker, Larry Mills,
band is currently on the best- sented
a trophy and awarded the Carl McDowell. Willia
m Bonneau,
seller lists for his Mercury re- Silver
Achievement Award. This Robert Willard, Norma
n Farrar
cording of "Pretend Cha-Cha" and is the
second highest Pershing and Eugene Salin. Sixteen
Basic
"Flighty." Among Marterie's many Rifles Award
in the country.
cadets competed as a platoon in
LP albums are "One Night Stand."
First Lt. Robert V. Connors was infantry drill regulat
ion. A total
"Trumpeteer's Lullaby," "Marterie's awarded
the Bronze Achievement of 25 cadets attende
d the meet acMood" and "Dancing on the Down- Award, third
highest award in the companied by Major Frank
DuBois,
beat"
country. Cadet Norman Farrar company
advisor, and Master Sgt.
was presented with the Best Basic Bell.
I

Maine Riflemen Judged Outstanding

Freshman Society
Taps Members
The annual Eagle-Neal Mathetai ,
Banquet was held Wednesday.'
April 29. The formal tapping of
the new members of the two
societies took place at this time.
The guest speaker was Miss
Alice Stewart, and the entertain- '
ment was provided by the Maine
Steiners.
The newly chosen members of
Neal Mathetai are: Patricia Johnson, Edith Cheitman, Shirley Gilmore, Sonja Hicks, Carol O'Connor, Margaret Jackson, Patricia
Morrison, Joyce Baker, Ruth Kimball, Connie Jack, and Carol Lovejoy.
1

LOBSTERLAND
Lobsters — live or boiled
Stews — Salads
Sandwiches — Rolls
Homemade Pastry
Coffee
Rte. #2, Milford
1 mile from Old Town

NEW FURNITURE

Get ready for spring inspection
Have brakes adjusted — $1.00
Free muffler and tail pipe check
New 6:70 x 15 tires — 615.95 each plus tax
and recappable casing

ADVERTISEMENT

ADVERTISEMENT

On

with
Mughuirnan

(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!"and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

THE MANY LOVES
OF THORWALD DOCKSTADER
When Thorwald Dockstader —sophomore, epicure
, and sportsman—first took up smoking, he did not simply choose
the first
brand of cigarettes that came to hand. He did what any
sophomore, epicure, and sportsman would do: he sampled several
brands and then picked the mildest, tastiest, pleasingest
of all
—Philip Morris, of corns!
Similarly, when Thorwald took up girls, he did not simply
select the first one who came along. He sampled. First
he took
out an English literature major named Elizabeth Barrett
Grisht,
a wisp of a girl with luminous eyes and a soul that shimme
red
with a pale, unearthly beauty. Trippingly, trippin
gly, she
walked with Thorwald upon the beach and sat with him
behind
a windward dune and listened to a sea shell and sighed sweetly
and took out a little gold pencil and a little morocc notebo
o
ok
and wrote a little poem:
I will lie upon the shore,
I will be a dreamer.
.1 will fed the sea once more
Pounding on my femur.
Thorwald's second date was with a physical education major
named Peaches Glendower, a broth of a girl with a ready smile
and a size 18 neck. She took Thorwald down to the cinder track
where they jogged around 50 times to open the pores. Then they
played four games of squash, six sets of tennis, 36 holes of golf,
nine innings of one old cat,six chukkers of lacrosse, and a mile
and a quarter of leap frog.Then they went ten rounds with eightounce gloves and then they had heaping bowls of bran and whey
and exchanged a manly handshake and went home to their
respective whirlpool baths.

Tel. 7-3838

REMEMBER MOTHER

MAY 10th
The Largest Collection
Of MOTHER'S DAY

GIFTS
THIS SIDE OF

BOSTON
Free Gift Wrapping, you

at the

pay only for materials used.

H.R. Station — Old Town

Thursday, May 7th, at 7:00 p.m., the Memori
al Union. The guest
the Annual Guest Night for the speake
r will be Mrs. Wanda Farr.
women's honorary societies will Her
topic will be "Plant Materibe held in the Women's Lounge of als in
Ancient Egyptian Tombs."

Stillwater Corner

at

Economy
Furniture Outlet

Wanda Farr Will Speak At Meeting

LEGERE'S TEXACO STATION

Down to Earth Prices
Little Store
with the
Big Values
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FREESE'S
Maine's Largest Store
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Thorwald's final date was with a golden-haired, creamybrowed, green-eyed, red-lipped, full-calved girl named Totsi
Sigafoos. Totsi was not majoring in anything. As she often said,
"Gee whillikers, what's college for anyhow—to fill your head
full of icky old facts, or to discover the shining essence that
is
YOU?"
Totsi started the evening with Thorwald at a luxurio
us
restaurant where she consumed her own weight in Cornis
h rock
hen. From there they went to a de luxe movie palace
where
Totsi had popcorn with butter. Then she had a bag of chocola
te
covered raisins—also with butter. Then they went to a costly
ballroom and cha-cha'd till dawn, tipping the band
every eight
bars. Then they went to a Chinese restaurant where Totsi,
unable to decipher the large and baffling menu, found a
simple
way out of her dilemma: she ordered one of everyth
ing. Then
Thorwald took her to the women's dorm, boosted her
in the
window,and went downtown to wait for the employ
ment office
to open.
While waiting, Thorwald thought over all of his
girls and
came to a sensible decision. "I think," he said to himself
,"that
I will stick with Philip Morris. I am not rich enough for girls."
•

•

•

0 1959, 91•3[ Kbolmas

Anybody is rich enough for Philip 3forris—and
for Philip
Morris's brother cigarette, filter-tip Marlbo
ro, the cigarette
with better "rnakin's". The flames fine, the
filter filters,
the price is right.
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at three shows during
Five Dartmouth collegians entertained with jazz numbers
the evening.

Union Turned Into Gambling Casino
Couples danced and sipped coke in the candle-lit
Bear's Den.

Photo-Feature Editor, Jo Dion
Photogra0er, Paul Pearson

An informal gathering of students and faculty took place at
the Ace of Spades party Saturday
The annual affair was
night.
sponsored by the Memorial Union, and was held in that building.
Both floors of the Union were
turned into a gambling casino.
The Bear's Den provided a place
for dancing in one half of the
room. Tables, covered with checked tablecloths, were placed around
the other half of the room for
talking.
eating, drinking, and
Candles 'were the only form of

illumination used and this lent a
nightclub atmosphere to what is
normally the student cafeteria.
provided
Nat Diamond's band
dancing music.
All the rooms on the first floor of
the building were used for gambling.
Roulette, casino, poker, blackjack, and crap games were available for the student gamblers.
Faculty members donned the typical green eyeshades and acted as
croupiers, instructing the inexperienced and keeping order in the
games. Play money, which was re-

ceived in exchange for an admission ticket, was used in all the
games. A room was also set
aside for chess players, if they
could concentrate with all the
commotion around them.
A feature attraction of the
evening was the jazz group from
Dartmouth College. "The Sultans." They presented half-hour
shows three times during the
course of the evening. The young
musicians have played at many
colleges and nightclubs throughout the east.
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A chess player who is undisturbed by the noise around him.
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Hillson Achievement Award

TEXACO STATION

FOR THE WEEK OF APRIL 20
To

53 Main Street.

Don Cookson
195849 President of the I.F.f.
Congratulations for a Job well done!

ORONO, ME.
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24 Hr. Wrecking Service

16 State St., Banger, Xe.
Tel. 4389

Tel. 6-3618

NM personal cleaning service —Free
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Maine Masque Philippine Girl Tells Of Life During War In Homeland
By Carol Pollard
Presentation Is
Well Received
(Continued from Page One)
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to great emotion in an unforgettable
death scene.
Dewaine Gedney, as the scheming,
shifty, treacherous,
death-dealing
Trock, is superb.
Sidney Baker, as the gentle but
trapped Garth, turns in his best performance to date.
Bill Anderson, as Esdras, a Rabbi,
is the balancing influence of the play,
and amid the violence of hate, revenge, fear, and guilt, his role of
saddened father, mellowed to life by
faith in God and man, is outstanding.
In the role of Judge Gaunt, the
conscience-tormented trial justice,
whose mind loses touch with reality,
Harry Bartlett does a commendable
job.
Rating special notice also are
Carole Allen for her top-notch portrayal of the hobo, and Fred Varricchio for his sensitive execution of the
role of loyal friend of Mio.
Cast in lesser roles, but each giving
excellent support to the cast, were
Pill Munsey as the fiery, daring, :oquacious radical; Bill Hanson, the expendable organ grinder; Sara Lou
Johnson, the apple-vending Piny;
Barry Kilday in the dual role of
handsome sailor and police sergeant;
Beatrice Reynolds and Lucy Bartlett.
handling the amusing, racy lines of
two girl friends; Ray Tanguay, who
enlivens the part of the flatfooted cop
stepping into a veritable bee-hive;
Dick Fayle and Alan Chapman as
"two men in blue serge" who, though
non-speaking, heighten the suspense
of the play. Dick Faylc also plays
the part of the gawky shoe salesman,
Herman.
The set, designed and executed by
Alan Chapman, depicts the bank of
a river under a bridgehead, and, alternately, a cellar apartment.
Winterset is largely in verse, and
its poetic rhythm helps to propel the
action into a throbbing emotionpacked presentation which the entire
campus should witness.
The play will be presented again
each evening of this week through
Saturday at 8:15 o'clock at the Little
Theatre. A Saturday matinee will be
offered at 2:30 p.m. Chuck Micciche
will replace Ray Tanguay in the
matinee performance.

leased after one month but the Japanese began again to hunt him as soon
as the Americans took the offensive.
She and her family along with several
other families fled to the mountains
to hide from the soldiers. During
the days they were in hiding they
could use no lights at all, and had to
be very careful about smoke or other
signals that would give away their
hiding place. There were guards constantly watching and passing signals
by word of mouth when the Japanese
soldiers were coming. Everyone would
grab whatever they could find for belongings and flee for their lives. Even
the small children carried heavy bundles on their backs and heads.

There is a big difference between
the complacent life of an American
girl and the terrorized life of a Philippine girl during World War IL Nicolasa Pebenito, better known to the
University of Maine campus as Nicky,
pointed out that American girls are
very lucky not to have wars in this
country as she related her story of
the war. Nicky is a graduate student
in chemical engineering from the
Philippine Island of Manila.
Nicky was eight years old when
the war began and at the beginning of
the Japanese occupation of the Philippines her father was arrested for being a member of the underground
At the same time the Americans
forces. She remembers taking food
to him and having to push it through were bombing the Philippines. Dura tiny hole in his cell. He was re- ing air battles between the American

and the Japanese planes the people
on the ground had to dig caves in
the sides of the hills and crawl into
them to escape the bombs from both
sides.
Nicky and her family got through

the war unharmed, and she continued
her education, graduating from the
University of the Philippines. She is
not only doing graduate work in this
country, but is also teaching a class
in her field here.

ANY PHONO RECORD
200,T-0 LESS
THAN LIST PRICE
1. Deduct 20% from list price.
HI-Fl, STEREO,
2. Send check or money order.
ALL COMPANIES. I
NO MINIMUM
R.& D. GOLDSTEIN
PURCHASE.
140-35 Burden Crescent, Kew Gardens, LT

Classified
CLAREDON INN, 145 Union St.,
Bangor:
Room and bath $5.00,
double and up.

FOR RENT
Available for next semester.
Furnished rooms and apartments
Students preferred, married or
single.
Call Mrs. Allen 255 Center Street,
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Irving, Haley Will Head Prism

BI

J 0

HOUSE OF HITS U

BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE
"A GOOD SPOT TO RELAX"

STARTS FRIDAY
SAT., SUN., MON.,TUES.
THE YEAR'S BIGGEST!
The Number One Underworld
Fannie Hurst's

King of all Time

"IMITATION

"AL CAPONE"

ing these two from the six editor
candidates and three business manager applicants. Interviewing the aplicants with the committee were Martha Merrill, editor-in-chief of this
Mary Irving, a journalism major, year's Prism, and Bernie McKay,
has been a member of The Maine business manager.
Campus staff for the last two years.
'this past year, she was feature editor.
William Haley is a business major
The campus library will be
and a member of Phi Gamma Delta
fraternity.
closed on Maine Day, May 6th.
The Student-Faculty Publications On May 5th the hours will be
Committee made the decision, choos- 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sophomores Mary Irving and William Haley were chosen editor-in-chief
and business manager, respectively, of
next year's Prism.

OF LIFE"
in Beautiful Color

starring

NOW OPEN

ROD STIEGER

VENO'S DRIVE-IN

and

New Old Town-Orono highway

Starring
LANA TURNER

FAY SPAIN

JOHN GAVIN
Matinee

$.50

SANDRA DEE
SUSAN KOHNER

Evenings

Political Advertisement

$.60 and $.70

French Fries — Onion Rings — Hamburgers
Chicken in a basket
Good Food at REASONABLE prices
Sun. - Thurs.
Fri. & Sat.

11 am.- 11 p.m.
11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

Oro,

Sigma Nu Hosts Annual
NE Regional Convention
The Delta Nu chapter of Sigma
Nu fraternity was host to the annual
New England convention this weekend. Delegates from chapters at
Brown, Norwich, Bowdoin, University of Rhode Island, Dartmouth,
Wesleyan, Trinity, Tufts, University
of Vermont and Massachusetts Institute of Technology were invited.
Saturday wes spent in various committee meetings. Richard Fletcher,
Executive Secretary of Sigma Nu,
spoke at a general meeting on "Past
Growth and Future Expansion of
Sigma Nu." A banquet followed, and
a party was held in the evening with
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour J. Ryckman
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert V. Supple
as chaperons.

Due to the 1FC Sing next Tuesday, May 5, the regular senate
meeting has been cancelled. The
annual meeting kill be held May
19 at 6:30 at the Men's Commons.
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By Pete Hannah

be a forewarning to Bates that there
A powerful and well balanced will be trouble brewing in the State
Maine track team marred the record Meet May 9th.
of Boston College Saturday, and won
This Saturday Maine will meet New
their first outdoor meet by a score of Hampshire
on the home track. New
72-63. Boston College, a fairly strong Hamps
hire is a team to respect, but
team this year, placed a lot of respon- Maine can
be expected to be the vicsibility on their top competitors Bob tors. New
Hampshire has some good
O'Leary and Larry Barry. They pre- competitors,
particularly McGregor in
viously won two triangular meets the mile
and two mile. Field events
this spring over Massachusetts and will begin
at 1 p.m.
Brandeis and over Bowdoin and Amherst.
Terry Horne was top scorer for
Maine taking first place in the hammer with a throw of 152' 10", first in
the discus with 139' 10" and a third
in the shot put. Dave Linekin domiBy Stan Mlain
nated the pole vault clearing 12' 6"
and placed third in the broad jump.
Who's going to win the All-Point
Bob DuBois placed second in the pole Trophy?
The race isn't over, but
vault and Roger Hale placed second Phi Eta
Kappa seems to be in the
in the broad jump. Wilbur Spencer best positio
n to cop the prize. Through
hurled the javelin 182 ft., for first well-balance
d power in practically all
Above is the probable starting infield against Rhode
place then placed second in the half of the
Island on Friday. From left to right are: Deane
intram
ural sports, they have
Deshon 3b, Dick Blister 89, Ken Perrone 2b, and
mile run just two strides behind chalked up
Blink Davis lb.
4061
/
2 points. This total
O'Leary. O'Leary also won the mile will probab
ly be too great for Kappa
run in a close race with Dale Bessey Sigma, with
277/
1
2 points, or Phi Mu,
of Maine.
with 238 points, to catch up.
Larry Barry was top scorer for B.C.
The volleyball season ended
taking firsts in the shot-put, low hurwith
Phi Eta winning the title in
By Art Zalkan
6, the Bears will meet Bowdoin in a Charlie Eberbach (.190)
dles
and
high
hurdle
the fras,
and second in
will be the
3:00 p.m. contest.
signal caller. The infield will be com- the javelin and discus, Clif Ives of ternity competition. The Faculty won
The University of Maine's baseball
the non-fraternity division
Last season, the home team beat posed of Blink Davis
and a
(.307) at first, Maine ran a very close race with
team opens its home schedule tomor- Rhody at Kingst
chance
to face Phi Eta for the camon, 6-2 and 3-0. They Kenny Perrone (.307) at
Barry
in
the
high
hurdle
s.
Barry
won
second
,
row afternoon against Rhode Island lost to Bowdoin 9-4 and 8-3.
capt. Dick Hlister (.320) at short the race by inches then battled Ives pus championship. After a hard
fight, the Faculty finally succu
at 3. On Saturday, the Bears will
and Dean Deshone (.280) at third. again for victory in the lows.
mbed
It is expected that Jack Butterfield,
again play the Rams in the second
Phil Haskell sped through the 100 to their younger rivals, and Phi Eta
Jack McCabe (.143) and Phil Curtis
baseba
ll tutor, will hurl one of three
game of a two day series. Saturday's
(.200) will be on deck if needed in yd. dash in 10.1 seconds to win the reigned as the campus volleyball
pitchers against the Rams, Burt Paycontest is scheduled for 2:30.
the infield. In the outfield, Dave race, then later won the 160 yard champs.
son, Dick Colwell, or Billy Burke.
Mosher (.222), Ray Weed (.333) and dash in 15.9 seconds. This race was
Another intramural sport, tennis,
Rhode Island comes to Maine with Haddon Libby may get the call in
Tom Valiton (.105) are expected to substituted for the 220 yard dash as has started
to roll as the spring days
a record of 0-3 in Yankee Conference Saturday's encounter. Senior Don
the runway was not long enough for get
start.
warmer. Delta Tau and SAE
competition thus far. The Rams suf- Means will also be available if needthe 220. Arthur Conro surprised the have
played the only match so far,
fered a 23-4 loss to Connecticut.
ed. Behind these men will be Art
FRESHMAN BASEBALL
pack by coming up from last position but
the rest of the Houses will soon
The Bears played two games dur- Kilbourne.
to
take
second place in the 440 yard swing into
Jim Butterfield's Bear Cubs open
action. Norm Merrill and
ing the week. Colby and Bates were
The same lineup that has started
run.
Ron Cilley of Delta Tau won in
their opponents on Tuesday and for the Maine team is expected to get their schedule on May 4 against MCI.
two
Maine displayed balanced poten- straigh
t sets, 7-5 and 6-2, over their
Wednesday. Next Wednesday, May the nod for the weekend contest The contest will start at 2:30 p.m.
tial in their first meet which should
s.
neighboring rivals at SAE.

Phi Eta Nears
All-Point Trophy

Rhode Island Next On Bear's Schedule

&cat gacts
Track Teams Excel In Past;
Interest Lax Among Students
By Rick Brennan
Every year records are being broken in a sport to which people
pay comparatively little or no attention. This lack of interest at
the University can hardly be attributed to Maine's past records
as they have shone brilliantly in this sport in past years. Last year
the Bears took both of their dual meets against New Hampshire
and Boston College and were barely edged at the State and Yankee
Conference meets by Bates and Rhode Island. Their stiffest competition during the current season will probably be met in the
latter two opponents.
Track has always been interesting spectator sport and although
the number of home meets during the course of the season is small
(there being only one this season) it is difficult to operate otherwise
owing to the short season.
The fact that there are so few home sports activities
during the spring in other sports has been a negative factor in that these particular sports do not hold the interest
of the student body. Half of the Maine baseball schedule
has elapsed before the squad plays on the home diamond.
Although baseball is not as pulsat;ng a sport to watch as
is football or basketball, more interest could he cultivated in baseball activities were there more home games
nearer the beginning of the season.
The following week will see a full schedule of sporting events
here at school. The Pale Blue meet Rhode Island twice this weekend on the diamond.... McCall's tennis squad challenges Rhode
Island and Bowdoin Friday and Saturday.... Styrna's boys pit
their strength against a weaker New Hampshire crew.
PLAYERS OF TIIE WEEK: Phil Haskell took a first
place in the 100 yard dash, going the distance in 10.1 and
Will Spencer showed marked improvement in winning
the javelin toss and taking a second place in the 880. The
showing of these two athletes did much to lift Maine past
Boston College this past Saturday.

r
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Join Together, Make Maine Day Great!
(Confirmed from Pate One)
Sigma Phi Epsilon; On the Street
Where You Live and Sig Ep Medley; director, Lawrence Jackson.
Tau Epsilon Phi: Medley and
Sweetheart Song; director, Maurice Belleville. Tau Kappa Epsilon: Landlord, Fill the Flowing
Bowl and TKE Medley; director,
Glen Walkup. Theta Chi: Theta
Chi Medley and Singing Hallelujah; director, Russell Newbert.
Bill Donnell will act as Master of
Ceremonies of the Sing. At intermision Les Nadeau will play a trumpet
medley accompanied by Paul McDonald on the piano. Also at this
time the new Senior Skulls and Sophomore Owls will be tapped.
Maine Day Activities
Maine Day morning the University
'nand with "Little Max" will form at
Carnegie for its 6:30 "wake-up"
march. Exchange breakfasts have

been planned at Stodder Dining Hall
and The Commons. Those assigned
to projects numbers 1, 2, 6, 7, and 11
will eat at The Commons and numbers 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, and 10 at Stodder
Dining Hall. At 8:00 a.m. all the
mayoralty candidates will open the
last phase of their campaigns on the
library steps by briefly stating their
respective qualifications. After this
students and faculty will join their
project leaders in a morning of planting, digging, painting, and general
cleaning up.
Students and faculty have signedup for approximately thirteen projects. The majority of these projects
are in the area of the gym. Sidewalkbuilding, fence-painting, and shrubplanting will be under the supervision of project leaders. Not all those
that signed-up for the projects could
be assigned to their first choice.
Changes had to be made in cases

of speech, as maswhere many signed-up for a project Quigg, Calico Queen; Jane Chiarini, Gillespie, professor
Both students and
ceremonies.
of
ter
JohnJoyce
Queen;
needing a limited number of workers. Winter Carnival
will participate in
members
faculty
Colonel;
-Lieutenant
Honorary
son,
Mayoralty Campaign
the production.
During the morning, mayor candi- and Pat Hebert, Greek Goddess.
the
paraded,
have
floats
the
After
the
to
Appearing will be such personalidates will be traveling around
work areas bidding for votes by stag- judges will decide the winner. During ties as Nelson "Satchel" Jones, Don
ing zany stunts and crazy skits. A the time the judges are in conference, "Bustopher" Billet, Erwin "Drowsy"
refreshment truck will circulate in the the ROTC drill team will give an ex- Douglas, Eliot "Filthy" Rich, Don
played "Timorous" Taverner, and Ron
work areas during the morning. The hibition, and selections will be
campaigning will be over at 10:00 by the band. The next campus mayor "Have-U" Hurd. Dale Whitney will
the play.
a.m. At this time a mobile voting will be presented at the same time
announced.
is
winner
parade
float
projects
the
to
around
go
truck will
Master of Ceremonies for the paso the students can cast their votes.
will be Don Billet.
rade
be
will
boxes
ballot
the
At 11:30
Student-Faculty Skits
moved onto the mall where the vot"Swanee on the Stillwater" is the
ing will continue until 1:00 p.m.
theme for the student-faculty skit to
Float Parade
Day. The
Maurice E. Littlefield, Sigma Nu,
The float parade will begin at 1:30 be held night of Maine
in the was elected president of the Interp.m.
8
at
place
take
will
event
theme
the
Wednesday afternoon with
with J. Duff fraternity Council last week.
of "Views from Video." The parade Memorial Gymnasium
The
Littlefield was chosen at the annual
will run twice around the mall.
of the IFC last Wednesday.
Elliott
meeting
president
have
will
car
lead
Donald C. Lewis is the new IFC
and this year's mayor, "Little Max" Debates Held At Bowdoin
vice president. Lewis, president of
Maguire. The second car will contain
managers of nearby towns of Bangor, And New Jersey Colleges Tau Kappa Epsilon, has been active
in the Student Drive for the Hauck
Brewer, Old Town and Orono. FolOn Tuesday night, April 28, the Fund.
lowing this will be five cars with the
University of Maine met Bowdoin
Secretary-treasurer is Bentley L.
reigning campus queens: Sally Kenin a public debate, the sub- Brown. Brown is president of Sigma
College
nett, Homecoming Queen; Carol
ject of which was, Should the Further Phi Epsilon. Other Executive ComDevelopment of Nuclear Weapons be mittee members are John W. McCabe,
Prohibited by International Agree- Kappa Sigma, and Salvatore J. Garment? The public was invited to at- ro, Lambda Chi Alpha.
tend this campus debate in the BanThe Council heard reports from
gor Room of the Memorial Union two committees at the annual meeting.
Building. Presenting the negative Rushing committee chairman Donald
The Placement Bureau has ap- view for the University were John Lewis reported that many changes
pointed a committee to improve Philbrick and Donald Sweeny.
are being considered for rushing next
placement procedure. This commitTournament of the February. Among the changes are:
Annual
The
tee, known as the Placement Evalua- Eastern Forensic Association will be shortening of the rush period to one
tion Committee will seek to make held at St. Peters College in Jersey week; a freshman orientation period
suggestions toward improving the Uni- City, New Jersey, on May I and 2. sponsored by the IFC in the fall;
versity's Placement Service in its
The affirmative will be taken by John more literature to "sell" fraternities
work for students.
and James Bishop; the nega- to prospective pledges.
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Washington Watch Award winners are, left to right, Blaine Moores,
Tau Epsilon Phi; Robert Munson, Phi Kappa Sigma; Niles Nelson,
Phi Mu Delta and Donald Cookson, Phi Gamma Delta.

Do You Think for Yourself?
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5. Do you believe that the meeting with
your future mate is primarily a matter
of (A) geography, or (B) fate?

1. Which would you consider more essential A
to a happy marriage:(A) the mates'
similarity in ages and backgrounds, or
(B) their intelligence and adaptability?

AO BO

6. If you were to come unexpectedly into
0
a sizable sum of money, would you (A) AD 8
bank or invest it and spend only the
income, or (B) take a year off to
travel around the world?

2. Which of these two famous men would
you most prefer to be like:(A) King
Midas, or(B)Ludwig van Beethoven?
3. If neither party's candidate in an
election was satisfactory to you,
would you (A) not vote, or (B) vote
for the "lesser of two evils"?
4. If your performance in a group effort
was being unjustly criticized, would
you (A) settle the score directly with
your critic, or (B) ignore it and let
the group decide its merits?
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7. Do you think the saying "It never
rains, but it pours" is (A) generally
untrue, or (B) invariably true?

A EI

8. Would you rather invest money in;
A) great art, or (B) diamonds?

AD BEI

9. Are you influenced more in your
choice of filter cigarette by
(A)your ow,,taste and judgment.
or (B) friendly advice?

Next time you light up, take a moment to
think about what you really want in your
filter cigarette. Most men and women who
think for themselves choose VICEROY...
for the very sound reason that it's the one
cigarette with a thinking man's filter and a
smoking man's taste.
If you checked (B) on three out of the first
four questions, and (A) on four out of the
last five, you really think for yourself!
1955,Immo•Williamson Tabasco COrP•
•

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows

Pete

Familiar
pack or
crushproof
box.

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER ... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
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